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Introduction

Sketch recognition is essential in sketch-related 

researches. Different from the natural image, the sparse 

pixel distribution of sketch discards the visual texture which 

brings a huge obstacle to prior methods on ImageNet.

Compared with traditional comprehension of sketch, we 

further split the temporal information of sketch into two 

types of feature, invariable structural feature (ISF) and 

drawing habits feature (DHF) with the aim of finer feature 

extraction in temporal information.

We propose a two-branch GCN-RNN network, Sketch-

SNet, to extract two types of feature respectively, which 

surpasses state-of-the-art by a large margin.

Structural feature (ISF) & Drawing habits feature (DHF)

The ISF reflects the specific structural relationships between strokes – a car is 

made up of body and wheels. 

And the DHF contains the specific temporal relationships between strokes –

people prefer to draw body of a car first instead of wheels.

Most previous models crudely take raw temporal information as input to learn a 

feature for classification.  We think that this operation will entangle DHF and ISF 

which increases the probability for the model to be stuck at local optimum and 

weaken the robustness of the model.

Architecture
We propose a two-branch GCN-RNN 

network utilizing GCN to extract the 

structural characteristic and RNN to learn 

the common drawing habits. 

As shown right hand, Sketch-SNet

consists of three modules: 

(i) parallel inputs of forward and strokes 

shuffled sequence in two-branch 

GCN-RNN network 

(ii) two encoders which distinguish ISF 

and DHF 

(iii) soft-label loss based on word2vec 

which generates soft semantic label.

Extensive experiments on 

Quick-Draw dataset show that 

separating ISF and DHF in a 

two-branch network greatly 

improves the robustness of 

Sketch-Snet.

And Sketch-SNet reaches the 

highest accuracy of 90.42% 

which is over 5% above the 

S3Net (84.22%) and S3Net 

(Stroke-5) (85.10%).

Comparing traditional model 

under shuffling operation, 

we want to find that if the 

improvement of Sketch-

SNet is owing to the 

shuffling data augmentation. 

And the results show that, the shuffling operation doesn’t improve the 

performance of BiLSTM. Because while the data are augmented in the 

shuffling operation, it also completely destroyed the DHF that we want to 

extract. In contrast, the Sketch-SNet and S3Net not only achieve a better 

result with shuffling operation, but also Sketch-SNet is far superior to other 

models through adding another RNN branch to extract DHF.


